Introduction
The first GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems) -the GPS (Global Positioning System) -was designed by the DoD (Department of Defense) of United States for, first of all, aeronautics and military uses (missile guidance). Giving an unrivalled accuracy (in comparison with other positioning systems in this time) and a guaranteed independence to ground installations, a satellite system became a necessity to a military nation. That is why, Russia got equipped with the GLONASS (Global'naya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema). In the mid of 1990s, the GPS became available to a civil use first in aeronautic domain and, nowadays, in ground transport (road and maritime transportation). In addition, face to the US monopoly, the European Union decided in 2002 to create their own GNSS, Galileo (full completion of the constellation expected by 2019). To more and more enhance the performances (especially in terms of accuracy and integrity (Ability of a system to timely alert the user of the unavailability of the service provided in the expected conditions)) of these technologies, overlay systems can be used in complementary of satellite systems like the EGNOS (European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service) for an enhancement based on satellites or the DGPS (Differential GPS) based on ground installations.
These technologies show us their efficiency to provide an accurate position. However, the railway sector has been reluctant in the use of GPS in the past. Indeed, in a domain where the safety is more than required, a positioning service, which provide a fluctuated accuracy or can be interrupted (unavailability in a tunnel for example) is not acceptable. In addition, a step of certification is necessary based on a dependability assessment before putting into service a new positioning system based on GNSS.
Classically, the dependability is defined by the confidence on an expected service provided by a system. This confidence is addressed to the system designer but it is also useful for an user. The system will give a train position and an indicator, which indicates to him/her the confidence that can be placed into the position returned by the system. To determine the confidence, the knowledge of the error sensors is necessary. However, these data are lost after the fusion step. This is impossible to determine where the biases exactly come from in positioning system output and in which proportions.
According to the EN 50126 standard [3] , the services of a railway system have to generate an acceptable level of safety and its implementation does not lead to an unacceptable features like an excessive failure rate.
In so doing i.e. to evaluate the dependability of a system, it exists two categories of methods: predictive and operational. In the predictive analyse, two approaches are possible : inductive and deductive. This paper will not establish a list of all existing methods but the focus is placed on a reasoning based on truth tables and decision trees, which permit to identify all the state of a system based on binaries behaviours [4] . These predictive methods require the perimeter definition of the qualitative/quantitative dependability analysis. This supposes that a physical hierarchy analysis has been done beforehand. In operational analyse, it is to characterise the function of a system and rank them. The interactions between sub-functions and the environment are also represented.
In a first part, a presentation of existing instrumentation system -sensors and techniques (proprioceptive and exteroceptive) -in railways will be made. These sensors architectures all of them are based on GNSS -are used in sereval projets (Rune [5] , Grail-2 [6], Galoroi [7] , etc). In the paper, the focus is placed on their fault modes and their impacts on the service returned by the system. In a second part, an analysis will be made based on the combinatorial logic of sensors states. This step will be incremental. Indeed, different architectures will be considered with:
• an increased level of requirements in terms of RAMS attributes, accuracy or other indicators of performance
• a 1D and 3D context
• double or triple redundancies
In so doing, it proposes to begin with a simple theoretical case (three sensors : a GNSS receiver and two others) to a case closer to the reality. For each architectures and kind of faults leading to failure modes, expressions representing combination of logical states of sensors (nominal, acceptable or unacceptable) are computed. Furthermore, several detection techniques and combination strategies will be identified. Otherwise, the fusion step in multisensor positioning system will be supposed fault-free and correctly designed. The paper did not considered systematic errors.
This paper proposes to highlight behaviours of different multisensor systems with several architectures at the occurrence of one or several sensor errors. The main objective is to understand how a train positioning system is influenced by faults on its parts i.e. the sensors.
2 Existing localisation systems for safety-related applications
Railway positioning function
The railway positioning function is realised by several sensors not just one. Nowadays, it does not exist a simple and an unique method to determine an accurate and sure position and guarantee it during all the time of a mission. That is why, a combination of absolute positioning, the vehicle position is determined by natural or artificial reference in environment (balises) and dead reckoning, the position is provided by on-board sensors is generally implemented. The proprioceptive sensors (used in dead reckoning) have a weak point: they suffer of cumulative errors. A bias occurs due to a slide and increase all along the time of a travel. However, the use of sensor, which provide an absolute position i.e. exteroceptive sensors can compensate this phenomena. The GNSS constitutes a absolute positioning solution and it is absolutely possible to integrate them in a railway domain. Nevertheless, are they reliable ? Is their contribution significant and do they enhance existing positioning systems ?
Evaluation of the localisation systems performances
In addition to RAMS parameters, it exists an other parameter class specific to positioning system based on satellite technologies [1] : accuracy, continuity, integrity and availability. The accuracy is defined by the degree of conformity between the estimated position and position its real position. The continuity refers to the probability that the system continues to operate during the time of the mission/task considered. The integrity concept is already seen in the introduction. Finally, the availability concerned the time proportion during which the services provided by the system are available and conform to the requirements. As this class is exclusive to GNSS, an extension for a multisensor system is required and can lead to futures works.
The idea to use GNSS in railways is not new and it is the subject of several researches. In the next subsection, some project will be introduced.
Projects about multisensor positioning system based on GNSS
In this decade, several projects have been led to evaluate the contribution of satellite technologies in train positioning:
APOLO (1998-2001) -Status: ended -
The main objective APOLO (Advanced POsition LOcator) was to develop a train position locator (cf Figure 1 ) based GNSS-1 (i.e. GPS with EGNOS) and INS (Inertial Navigation System composed of odometer, gyroscope, accelerometer and Dopplerinertial sensors commonly used in railways [8] ) for proving its feasibility for railway safety applications.
Tests have been led with different experimental set-ups in order to validate the architecture's sensors in terms of accuracy and the error sources identification.
This architecture works with two sources of speed information in the same range of frequency. However, the odometer is the only proprioceptive sensor providing natively a position (even if, this information can be determined from speed but this operation The conclusion of APOLO project was that this kind of system is not adapted for safety-critical applications on weak SIS (Signal In Space) availability lines. Indeed, after collecting data provided during tests, the gyroscope drift proves to be critical for this kind of applications. The error resulting from this phenomena leads to a degradation related to the accuracy of several ten of meters -beyond RAMS requirements give by [3] -.
The map-matching method (projection of position on precise map) has been given as a possibly reduction of this error.
DemoOrt (2004-2007) -Status: ended -
The DemOrt platform was built in order to evaluate the integration of different navigation systems especially innovative ones like GNSS on scenarios predefined (in open area and in a forest), applications where a safety responsibility is needed. Based on APOLO conclusions, GNSS can not be used alone for safety reasons. That is why, three parts compose this system (cf figure 2): 1) a GNSS (GPS) receiver, 2) RFID transponders and antennas, Doppler Radar and digital track map and 3) the software data processing with especially a fusion of information provided by the sensors except the GNSS part (qDemoOrt function). The fusion result is synchronised with GNSS receiver output.
In the dependability framework, the availability (A) and safety are evaluated quantitatively throughout tests (110352 samples with GNSS output frequency of 2 Hz) in The Doppler Radar constitutes the only on-board sensor. In consequence, its failure is critical. Indeed, in this case, the position would be determined by GNSS subsystem and the digital track map. In addition, this map does not represents an entire railways network (limited to the test tracks) and is determined a priori by GNSS services. The use of RFID technology [9] is interesting: it works at a range of frequencies bigger than railways balises.
As a proprioceptive sensor, Doppler Radar suffers of cumulative error and it represents a high drift. This is in this case that GNSS can be useful in readjusting the position.
Just after the first conclusions of the project, the ERTMS/ETCS compatibility had been discussed for futures works.
RUNE (2001-2006) -Status: ended -
The RUNE (Rail User Navigation Equipment) project [5] is funded by ESA in order to determine that satellite-based system especially using EGNOS can be used to localise a train and improvement in train driver's situational awareness. RUNE equipment regroups a GNSS receiver, an IMU ((Inertial Measurement Unit) and odometer. These equipment uses a Virtual Balises Map with balises ID and their 3D-position. Their goal is to enhance the self-capability of the train to determine its own position in order to reduce trackside equipment as much as possible. The GRAIL [10] (and its extension GRAIL2 [6]) initiated by GSA in the Seventh Framework Programme, has as objectives to develop and validate a GNSS based ETCS (European Train Control System i.e.a component of ERTMS -(European Railway Traffic Management System)) application in High Speed Railway Lines. Among of the applications seen in the GRAIL project, GRAIL-2 focuses on Enhanced Odometry application with the use of GNSS subsystem as an additional sensor to compensate odometry problems in high speed runs (slip and slide phenomena). The project tried to validate this kind of system, which the composition is given in figure 3 (also used in GRAIL2 project) in a real environment with the constraints of urban area and the problems it generates. The first conclusions are that GNSS data (position and speed) at low speed (15 km/h) in approaching of a station (Madrid station in the tests) are not enough accurate face to classicaly odometry data due to the weak GNSS reception in the test area. However, it has been shown that GNSS contribution became obvious on a long travel. InteGRail system has been shown its efficiency in various operational conditions on low density line (rural lines). The most important integrity risk was identified as the multipath and shadowing influence on GNSS SIS.
GaLoROI -Status: in progress (end: 2014) -
In order to make durable the railway, the GaLoROI (Galileo Localization for Railway Operation Innovation) project propose the use of GNSS particularly the future Galileo in a context of low density traffic lines. The aim in this project is to design a certifiable satellite-based localisation (cf Figure 6) . It is proposed to use, in addition with GNSS data, a Eddy Current Sensor (ECS), which is slide/slip-free -main disadvantages of proprioceptive sensors like odometer -. A safety layer is added to this architecture, Figure 5 : InteGRail platform [12] which consists in the use of EGNOS Safety Of Life service providing timing and positioning signals (based on integrity data) for transport applications like railways. This combination is performed by a fusion based on Extended Kalman Filter, a filter used a lot in navigation.
Figure 6: System concept used in GaloROI project [13] All these projects conclude in the same way: GNSS is useful in railway localisation but their performance cannot meet the requirements in particular environment (forest, urban area). However, a hybridised solution with GNSS and existing on-board localisation system can be conceivable.
3 Causal analysis methodology for dependability qualitative analysis of multisensor positioning systems
Methodology
In this paper, the idea is to find any combinations of faults at the level of sensors, which lead to a failure of the entire multisensor system and determine which one is more efficient in terms of availability or safety. In so doing, a five-steps approach has been defined:
• The first step is to define the different states of sensor. Beyond the nominal and the fail state, possible faults on the sensors have to be identified: the faults related to an incorrect position provided by a sensor and the faults linked to the lack of information (no data or no response) about a sensor. In the case of an incorrect position, the output of a faulty sensor can be acceptable or unacceptable in regard to the accuracy requirement of the output. This step is common with all architecture.
• The definition of the detectability constitutes the second step. The state of a sensor can be detected or not. Following the case, it is a degradation related to the availability or the safety. For the detection of an intermittent fault (inspired by [14] ), correlation between sensor measures are computed :
0 < r i2 and r i3 and ... and r ij < 0.5 (1) −0.5 < r i2 and r i3 and ... and r ij < 0 where, for the two sensors i and j, 0.5 and −0.5 respectively represents a weak correlation in positive and negative direction between measures coming from sensor i and j. It is computed by Eq 2.
If a measure provided by a sensor i is not correlated with the others, i is considered faulty and it is removed from the fusion step.
For the detection and the treatment of the lack of information from a sensor has to be assessed. Three solutions can be found:
-the first solution is to remove the faulty sensor from the fusion step. For a n-sensor system and at the instant of the fault, the system is, actually, considered like a (n-1)sensor system. This solution is not recommended in the case of several faulty sensors or if the faulty sensor has a critical role (sensor devoted to readjust the other)
-at the occurrence of the fault on a sensor, the last available data provided by the same sensor can be used for fusion. The fault effect is more distributed in time (cf Table 1 ). However, if this situation lasts a long time (the time until which for the position becomes unacceptable), the entire system has degraded performances (cf the "critical" combination in the fifth step).
-the available data of other sensor are used. This solution does not consist in the same thing than first one. Data are duplicated and replace incorrect one in fusion step.
In Table 1 , these solutions are compared in regard to the accuracy on the final position after the fusion step. Data come from the first architecture in Section 3.2.
Solutions Position error (m) 1st solution: GPS is remove from the fusion process 272,7085 2nd solution: Last available data from the same sensor is used 18,8046 3th solution: If last available data from an other sensor is used 5,4145 Table 1 : Influence of different fault treatment solutions on the accuracy
• The third step is the choice of the sensor architecture and the combination strategy. This is inspired by the different systems or prototypes seen in the projects presented before. All the architecture have to be composed of a GNSS receiver at least. Their use is decided in following step: Are GNSS data used at the same moment than the other sensor (involves that all the devices run at the same frequency) or when it is unavailable? About the combination itself, a fusion operator will be used (for example, a weighted average).
• In order to compare with the different simulations, the fourth step is a formalised example. Some assumptions are given: a set of measures provided by a given sensor follows a normal distribution centred on µ value. 95% of the data M i are given in
Whatever the kind of architecture, the multisensor system output is determined by the following interval (Eq. 3).
Let us consider β, the accuracy specified as the position error at 95% confidence level and AlertLimit, the maximum allowable error in the measured position before an alarm is triggered (cf [3] and [15] . Knowing β < AlertLimit, the system output is considered as:
An available position corresponding to a "N" or "DA" output state whatever this state is detected or not.
A safe position corresponding to a "N" output state knowing that this state is detected.
If the conclusions of theoretical example and simulations converge, the sensor models used in these simulations are valid. A contrario, if a difference is noticed, the sensor models have to refined.
• In addition, we focus on the different possible logical combinations. Indeed, their persistence in time is important and change the state of the system output. For example, a "(N ,DA,DA)" combination can lead to a "N " output but, if this situation stays valid for several second (a time called thereafter "critical" time t c ) this combination becomes "DA". This kind of combinations is called "critical" and represents output acceptability limit. Beyond this limit, the system is triggers a safe mode i.e. the train stops.
• For each sensor architecture, the steps three and four are realised. The last part of the analysis will be devoted to the comparison between the different systems and theoretical cases (cf fourth step) considered in regard to the efficiency of their fault tolerance technique i.e. the one, which impacts the least the accuracy.
In the next part, several architectures will be presented: sensors and fusion process.
Sensor architectures considered
This part begins with a simple theoretical case (cf Figure 7 ) already used in [16] . It Figure 7 : Accelerometer/Odometer/GPS receiver architecture runs in an 1D-context (only the x-coordinate is considered). The fusion step consists of a weighted arithmetic mean computation. Each sensor is associated with a weight determined throughout the simulations by Eq. 4:
where, α i is the weight of the sensor i, σ i is the standard deviation of the sensor i measures.
In multisensory fusion, this constitutes the easiest solution to use simultaneously all the position measures and does not need a long computing time.
This kind of multisensor system considered that each sensor provides a continuous position. Even if it is still correct for proprioceptives (odometer and accelerometer in this case), GPS receiver provides discrete data. However, extrapolation is possible when there is no data from GPS receiver.
An other architecture can be imagined with the same sensors (cf Figure 8) . Here, the proprioceptive sensors are readjusted by GPS data. In the case of GPS SIS unavailability, only odometry and accelerometer measures are treated because the readjustment is not available. This solution is classically used in navigation [17] . Data in Figure 8 are considered to be in the same format (conversion or other transformation are implicit -operation is located inside sensor boxes in the figure). For the transition between 1D-context and 3D-context, the accelerometer is replaced by an IMU. Classically, it is just three accelerometers -one for each coordinate in Cartesian space -. Therefore, to have a correct position, all its coordinates have to be correct.
To enhance the reliability of a system, the redundancy is often used. In a railway localisation, the redundancy can be applied at different levels: the multi-constellation (cf 3InSat project) or the multiplication of on-board sensors. It is very current to find an odometer on several wheels or axles to mitigate the slip/slide effect. However, some redundancies can not be realistic especially in terms of costs. Some sensor like INS are very expensive. In consequence, for a fourth architecture, only a double redundancy and is considered.
Causal analysis of each systems
Each path of the tree ( Figure 9 ) represents a logical combination of sensor states. Green, Orange, Red paths represent respectively logical combinations leading to a "N ", "DA" and "U " output state.
These results correspond to the theoretical case (cf Section 3.1 in fourth step) with high requirements in regards to level of accuracy. This means that the β and AlertLimit have been fixed respectively to 1 and 2, 5 meters (requirements for train control on high density line [2] ).
Among to the "DA" combination (20 in total), 15 combinations are considered as "critical". Indeed, in these cases, if the middle of [S; S] i.e.
S+S 2
is upper to AlertLimit value, this last becomes unacceptable.
For the sake of size of the paper, this decision tree is not shown for each architecture but for the formal example presented in Section 3.1 step four.
Insofar as possible, a mathematical model is programming to simulate the behaviour of each sensor. For example, accelerometer model is given in [18] and use in the simulation. The other sensors model (for odometer and GPS receiver) are explained in [16] .
In the case of sensor hardware failures, the distribution for the time t of a failure occurrence is approximated by an exponential law.
Architecture 1: Accelerometer + Odometer + GPS receiver
The architecture considered here is presented in Figure 7 . Eight combinations (cf Table 2) are identified as "critical" i.e. their persistence in time (after t c second(s)) can change the output system from "DA" to "U " state.
In addition to U ones, these combinations are to keep under surveillance. They represent the limit of position acceptability. As an example, for this architecture, if (U ,U ,N ) combination of sensors state are still the same after t c = 2 seconds, the output state changes from "DA" to "U ".
The (N ,N ,N ), (N ,N ,DA) and (N ,DA,N ) combinations, lead well to a N . So, they respect the safety theorem (no "U " in the combinations). 7 combinations lead to a "U " output whatever happens.
In this paper, a causal analysis of several multisensor systems based on GNSS has been attempted. These lasts are inspired by the different platforms already used in projects presented at the beginnings of the paper.
"Critical" combinations have been identified for several sensor architecture, combinations, which if they persist after a time (called t c ) became unacceptable.
The time determined for a "critical" combinations can be seen as a maximum Time To Alarm (quantity used to evaluate the integrity, attribute only valid for the GNSS performances). This constitutes a possible prospect for an integrity concept extended to an entire multisensor system in order to assess its performances.
All the times are not measured yet. The immediate pursuance of this paper is to determined the times t c for each "critical" combinations.
In future works, an analyse of multisensor system behaviour will be made in existing environment with data (true measures of different sensors seen in this paper).
A potential perspective is to use importance [4] and sensitivity measures [16] in order to quantify the sensor error influences.
